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Acting President & CEO, Shelton Haynes

December is a time of reflection and creating new goals for the upcoming year.
Experiences of surviving a global pandemic, as well as other moments have helped
shape who we have become. Resiliency and unity were the biggest themes of this
year, highlighting the diversity, strength, and commitment of the RIOC team, and our
vision for the island. As we evolve within this new normal, RIOC will continue to focus
on initiatives and services that enhance its relationship with the community, through
collaboration and innovation. Our challenges have not defined us, but rather sparked
new ideas and provided greater opportunities for progress. RIOC is proud to be part
of ongoing community conversations, echoing calls for service, equity, social justice,
and sustainable options. The values and compassion which islanders displayed
through volunteerism efforts, such as making face masks, distributing food, and
providing water to essential staff brought moments of joy and hope. Our community
came together to remind each other that, no matter our differences, we are strongest
when fighting as one. Even with the pandemic requiring our distance from one
another, the community found many ways to bridge the gap, whether it was remote
Engaged R.I. conversations, or the creation of the breathtaking and symbolic social
justice murals displayed at this year’s Fall for Arts Festival. Additionally, there have
been a variety of online collaborations from discussing bike safety issues to island
projects, our community excelled at creating solutions.
While we continued to persevere and lead with positivity, it was not enough to
prepare us for the moments of loss we all experienced during the pandemic. The
severity hit home when PSD Detective Wayne Jones and Officer Corey Fischer were
taken from us too soon. We will honor them both for their contributions during a time
when we can all express our gratitude and affection in person, safely. As we move
forward, RIOC will continue to be diligent in its efforts of forecasting financial and
social impacts that might otherwise prevent effective services and development
within the community. We have been successfully aligning our operations with the
NY Forward COVID-19 guidelines, ensuring our operations reflect the changes and
limitations of each phase. RIOC focused on updating all safety plans; improving
access to permittable spaces and maintaining necessary agreements with non-profit
island organizations, to guarantee equity and consistency. The opening of the newly
renovated Blackwell House and completion of the Hope Memorial during the
pandemic are also testaments to our ability to execute and plan design projects
throughout the island.
On behalf of the RIOC team, I would like to wish everyone a happy and healthy
holiday season! Please stay strong, safe and hopeful, as we approach 2021!

The RIOC team is diligently committed
to maintaining the mission and
goals of the corporation. We remain
distinctly focused on innovative and
environmentally friendly solutions
that enhance the island’s residential
and business communities, as we
move forward. We will continue to
maintain the safety of the community,
and serve, facilitate and support
vital services. These services include
the Roosevelt Island Youth Center,
Learning Bridges, and Island kids.
Additionally, we will continue to
provide education and guidance on
health and safety issues; bridging
the gap to access; offering the recent
island-based mobile COVID-19 testing
unit, as well as the upcoming storefront testing site. As we approach
a new year, let us remain open
to working together, building a
community where we all are proud
to live and work. I look forward to
learning more from our diverse and
thoughtful island.

Thank You...

To all island ORGANIZATIONS
AND GROUPS for keeping our
residents engaged, informed,
and active during these
times of precaution.
Your efforts show us every
day what community is.

To all the ESSENTIAL
WORKERS who have both
protected us and helped
keep a sense of normalcy
in extraordinary times!

To all RIOC STAFF
for showing your
commitment and
selflessness in our
mission to aid the
Roosevelt Island
community.

To the COMMUNITY,
AND PEOPLE, who have
volunteered their time
and care to bring us
all together!

To all island
BUSINESSES AND
ELECTED OFFICIALS
for fighting to keep
providing for our
community!

OFFICER

OF THE MONTH
Detective Maricel
Zambrano-Mieles
Detective Maricel Zambrano-Mieles
has been with the Roosevelt Island
Public Safety Department for four years
and was recently promoted to the rank
of Detective this past September. She
has shown herself to be more than
capable, routinely going above and
beyond to protect the Roosevelt Island
community.

In Memoriam

Pictured left to right: Chief Jack McManus, Detective Wayne Jones and Officer Corey Fischer.

In late October, Roosevelt Island Public
Safety officers, including ZambranoMieles rushed to the scene of a motor
vehicle accident near Southpoint Park,
where she was instrumental in
detaining the allegedly intoxicated
driver and his passenger. During this
incident, and throughout her PSD
career she has exhibited exceptional
courage and commitment to Roosevelt
Island. The Public Safety Department
is proud to name Detective Maricel
Zambrano-Mieles as Officer of the
Month. Give her a wave and a hello
next time you see her!
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